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Welcome to Britannica’s Discover English with Ben & Bella
www.benandbellaschool.eb.com

Britannica’s Discover English with Ben & Bella uses an immersive language 
approach to introduce children to English pronunciation, vocabulary, and 
essential phrases. Language learning is presented through fun and engaging 
videos, animations, live action, chants, and songs.
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Episode Selection

The Main Characters
Ben the bear and Bella the hippo learn along with  
the children as they experience a variety of everyday 
adventures. Pete the parrot guides children through 
the episodes.

Engaging Episodes
Each one contains several videos to 
watch plus learning activities that 
improve comprehension.
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Animation, Live Action, 
Song, and Dance

Animation
Engaging animated stories teach 
children easily and naturally.

Play All
Watch the entire episode. 

Sing Along
Useful phrases from the 
episodes are highlighted in 
simple, catchy songs.

Song and Dance
Dance motions reinforce the 
meanings of words and phrases.

Live Action
Ben and Bella’s interactions with 
children reinforce concepts and 
phrases.

TIP: You can adjust the volume 
and view the videos full screen 
by using the video player toolbar.
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Teacher Resources

Supplementary Materials 
Accompany Each Episode
Activities, a Storybook, and Sticker 
Sets for each lesson make language 
learning fun and easy, and encourage 
children to actively participate with 
mind, voice, and body. 

Start with the Episode Guide which 
explains each episode in detail and 
provides objectives and lessons plans. 

Download All
Save all fi les in the Teacher Resource 
section for that particular episode. 

You can also view or download them 
each individually.

Curriculum Overview
Get detailed descriptions on how 
each episode corresponds to the 
curriculum.

Learning Activities
Video Activities and Activity 
Books reinforce the skills learned 
in the episode. 
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Learning Activities

Student Packs

Chants
Catchy chants immerse 
children naturally in the 
intonations of everyday 
conversation patterns. 

Storybook
Retelling each episode 
helps teach narrative 
structure and encourages 
a love for reading.
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Student Packs
Printed books and materials are also available for classroom use. Each 
Student Pack includes 18 Activity Books with stickers, 18 Storybooks, and 
an Achievement Chart. Visit info.eb.com to learn more.


